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A Comparative Analysis of the CRDA Using BNL-TWI6L and RW0NA-3B

A comparative analysis of the BWR control rod drop accident (CRDA) using

BNL-TWIGL1 and RAM0NA-3B2 has been performed as part of the BNL/NRC evalu-

ation of methods currently used to analyze BUR CRDA events. A principal

objective of this analysis was to test the two-dimensional neutronics model

used in BNL-TWIGL against the full three-dimensional model in R/W0NA-3B. Ad-

ditionally, the results of analyzing the identical transient with the two

codes were expected to help evaluate other approximate models used, such as

the coarse mesh nodal neutronics scheme in RAM0NA-3B and the equilibrium bulk

boiling model in BNL-TWIGL.

In recent years BNL-TWIGL has been extensively used to analyze the

CRDA3 and establish the importance of void feedback, and of direct moderator

heating as a mechanism for generating voids at hot zero power (HZP). Void

generation can be delayed at HZP by introducing an inlet subcooling. The im-

pact of such a delay in void production on the peak core power and fuel en-

thalpy during the CRDA has also been evaluated recently using BNL-TWIGL and

found to be large.* The effect of treating thermal neutron diffusion in an

approximate manner has been shown to be small in a recent study of the CRDA

using RAMONA-III.5

The CRDA calculations were performed using a generic BWR-4 reactor model.

At HZP conditions the central control rod with a static worth of ~ 1.2%

Ak/k was dropped out of the core with a velocity of 5 ft/sec. A checker-

board control rod pattern with approximately 50% control density was assumed.

Identical values of cross-sections and feedback coefficients, delayed neutron

parameters, direct moderator heating fractions, moderator temperatures,
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system pressures, coolant flow rates and fuel rod heat transfer characterist-

ics were used in the two calculations. The (r,z) geometry in BNL-TWIGL neces-

sitated constructing a control density function by assuming a spatial weight-

ing function and performing an azimuthal homogenization. A volume weighted

function as well as a power weighted function (derived from the initial

three-dimensional power distribution calculated in RAMONA-3B) were constructed

and tested. In this case the volume weighting preserved the static control

rod worth more accurately and was selected. For the control rod pattern as-

sumed, the static worth of the center rod in BNL-TWIGL was 1.11% ak/k versus

1.18% Ak/k in RAMONA-3B.

The power transients calculated with RAMONA-3B and BNL-TWIGL are

presented in Figure 1. The initial calculations performed with no inlet sub-

cooling are indicated by the solid (RW0NA-3B) and dashed (BNL-TWIGL) curves.

The non-equilibrium thermal-hydraulics model in RAMONA-3B predicted a maximum

coolant superheat of 4°F at the hot spot, while the equilibrium bulk-boiling

model in BNL-TWIGL calculated no coolant superheat. The increased superheat

in RAM0NA-3B resulted in much weaker void feedback, a much stronger excursion

in core power (19.07 GW vs. 3.65 GW) and a higher peak fuel enthalpy (79.5

cal/gm vs. 36.0 cal/gm) when compared to BNL-TWIGL. In order to further iso-

late the effect of neglecting coolant superheat in BNL-TWIGL, this calculation

was repeated with a 5°F inlet subcooiing introduced to simulate the effects of

superheat (dot-dashed curve). The calculated peak core power and fuel en-

thalpy in this case were 16.70 GW and 72.4 cal/gm, respectively, in good

agreement with the RAM0NA-3B predictions.
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The degree of coolant superheat is determined in RAMONA-3B by a semi-

empirical vapor generation model. While there is some question as to whether

the RAMONA-3B calculated 4°F is the appropriate coolant superheat for this

transient, results of recent hot water rapid depressurization experiments**

suggest that the actual superheat could be even higher. Apart from the di f -

ferences in the predicted peak power, the power trace calculated with

RAM0NA-3B is delayed with respect to either trace calculated with BNL-TWIGL.
>

This effect appears to stem from the approximate treatment of thermal neutron

diffusion in RAM0NA-3B.5

The major finding of this study has been the large sensitivity of the

CRDA at HZP to ~oolant superheat. By inhibit ing void generation, coolant

superheat can lead to a f ive-fold increase in peak power and a two-fold

increase in peak fuel enthalpy. In contrast, for this transient the combined

effects of a two-dimensional neutronics model and approximate treatment of

thermal neutron diffusion appear to contribute less than 15% difference in

peak power and less than 10% difference in peak fuel enthalpy.
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